Abstract: Current analyses of the LHC data put stringent bounds on strongly interacting supersymmetric particles, restricting the masses of squarks and gluinos to be above the TeV scale. However, the supersymmetric electroweak sector is poorly constrained. In this article we explore the consistency of possible LHC missing energy signals with the broader phenomenological structure of the electroweak sector in low energy supersymmetry models. As an example, we focus on the newly developed Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction analysis by ATLAS, which reports interesting event excesses in channels containing dilepton and tri-lepton final states plus missing energy. We show that it is not difficult to obtain compatibility of these LHC data with the observed dark matter relic density, the bounds from dark matter direct detection experiments, and the measured anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. We provide analytical expressions which can be used to understand the range of gaugino masses, the value of the Higgsino mass parameter, the heavy Higgs spectrum, the ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values tan β, and the slepton spectrum obtained in our numerical analysis of these observables.
observed DM relic density and the lack of direct detection of DM interacting with nuclei. We also comment on the indirect detection prospects for this scenario. In Sec. 4 we shall analyze the constraints coming from the measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. We briefly comment on flavor observables which may be related to our scenario in Sec. 5 . Finally we present a study of the variation of the main observables with the parameters of the model together with a benchmark scenario in Sec. 6, and reserve Sec. 7 for our conclusions.
ATLAS Event Excesses
The ATLAS collaboration has recently released a search for chargino-neutralino production in two and three lepton final states employing RJR techniques that target specific event topologies [22] . The analysis was performed on data corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 , and finds excesses of observed events above the estimated background with 2-3σ significance in several signal regions (SRs). This analysis searches for chargino-neutralino pair production, assuming a wino-like production mechanism, and decays with 100% branching ratio into a bino-like lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) via on-shell W and Z gauge bosons. The excess of events appear in the SRs targeting the low mass, m χ ∼ 100 GeV, region of parameter space. In addition, these low mass splittings kinematically suppress the decay of the second lightest neutralino into a SM-like Higgs and the lightest neutralino, ( χ 0 2 → h χ 0 1 ), independently of the neutralino compositions. The topologies considered in the analysis are shown in Fig. 1 . The four low mass SRs are labeled by the number of final state leptons and whether the search targets events with a hard ISR jet: SR2(3)ℓ ISR require an ISR jet whereas SR2(3)ℓ Low do not. The excess number of events as well as the significance of the excess in each signal region is summarized in Table 1 . To estimate the signal cross section, σ(pp → χ ± 1 χ 0 2 ), required to produce each excess, we used the binned grids of acceptances and efficiencies for each SR as provided by the ATLAS collaboration [30] 
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SR3ℓ Low 20 10 ± 2 10 ± 2 2.13
SR3ℓ ISR 12 3.9 ± 1.0 8.1 ± 1.0 3.02 Table 1 . Expected and observed events for the 2ℓ and 3ℓ SRs, as well as the significance of the excess (Z). The number of observed events, background estimates and significance of the excess are taken from Ref. [22] . The errors on the background show statistical plus systematic uncertainties. The third column has been added to show the estimated number of events above expected background.
bins, assuming a mass difference ∆m = 100 GeV. The results are shown in Fig. 2 as solid lines. The bands show the ±1σ uncertainties estimated by propagating the background uncertainties. For reference, we also show the NLO-NLL wino-like χ ± 1 χ 0 2 production cross section (black dashed line) with a ±1σ uncertainty band [31] [32] [33] . The production crosssection of Higgsino-like χ ± 1 χ 0 2 (not shown) is approximately a factor of 4 smaller. In the MSSM, generically the neutralinos are expected to be admixtures rather than pure states. As such, the pure wino cross section denoted in Fig. 2 should be treated as an upper bound for χ ± 1 χ 0 2 production in the MSSM, and may be significantly reduced if |µ| is of the same order as |M 2 |.
As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the upper region in the low mass window, (m χ
) ∼ (200, 100) GeV, is found to be preferred in order to accommodate all observed excesses. However, for a 200 GeV wino-like chargino-neutralino pair, the NLO+NLL production cross section [31] [32] [33] is estimated to be only σ(pp → χ ± 1 χ 0 2 ) ≈ 1.8 pb, more than 2.5σ below the lowest estimated signal cross section. The three lepton excesses, however, can be simultaneously accommodated by gaugino masses of approximately 165 GeV, where the wino-like production cross section is estimated to be ∼ 3.6 pb. Hence for this low mass region, the production of mostly wino-like χ ± 1 / χ 0 2 with small Higgsino components can easily be consistent with the excess. For the remainder of this article we focus on the three lepton excesses, which have the greatest significance.
Recently, the GAMBIT collaboration reinterpreted these searches [28, 29] , including the effect of the production of the heavy charginos and neutralinos, χ 0 3,4 , χ ± 2 , which are mostly Higgsino-like in our scenario. They concluded that due to the differences between the signatures of the full model and the simplified model analyzed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, the limits obtained through these experimental analyses, e.g. those obtained in Ref. [26, 27] , are not always applicable to the full MSSM model. They also provide likelihood contours from collider data, including not only the ATLAS RJR searches for charginos and neutralinos but also all other conventional searches for charginos and neutralinos at ATLAS and CMS. They showed that regions with chargino masses of about 150 GeV and lightest neutralino masses of about 50 GeV provide the best fit to the collider data. Also preferred are values of |µ| of about 250 GeV. The region of chargino masses of about 200 GeV and lightest neutralino masses of 100 GeV also appears to be among the preferred regions in their fits, as can be understood from our discussion above.
As discussed in the introduction, we shall take the interpretation of these signals as a guidance for the determination of the parameter space of the gaugino and Higgsino mass parameters, in order to study the current experimental constraints on the electroweak sector of low energy supersymmetry models. For the electroweakino sector, although we shall concentrate on the region with chargino masses close to 150 GeV and lightest neutralino masses close to 50 GeV, we shall comment on the phenomenology of heavier chargino and neutralino masses.
Dark Matter Phenomenology
The possibility of explaining the observed DM relic density by the presence of a stable LSP is an interesting implication of low energy supersymmetry [34, 35] . As discussed in the previous section, the signal we are considering shows a preference for a light gaugino sector, with the heavier weak gauginos ( χ 0 2 , χ ± 1 ) mostly wino-like with masses of the order of 160 GeV, to allow for the large value of the production cross sections necessary to explain the excess of events observed by the ATLAS experiment. Moreover, these gauginos should decay into on-shell weak gauge bosons and the lightest bino-like neutralino, implying that the lightest neutralino should be lighter than about 70 GeV. This range of masses for the lightest bino-like neutralino excludes the possibility of coannihilation with other supersymmetric particles, since either such additional particles are excluded experimentally or their presence would modify the collider signatures. Hence the only natural way of getting the proper relic density is either through resonant annihilation via either the SM-like Higgs or the Z gauge boson, which imply masses for the neutralino close to 60 and 45 GeV, respectively, or via the t-channel interchange of light-sfermions. Since the bino couples to the Higgs and the Z only via its Higgsino components [see Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) below], |µ| is required to be of the order of a few hundred GeV. For the case of resonant annihilation via the Z gauge boson the neutralino is light enough to allow for unsuppressed decays of the SM-like Higgs bosons into pairs of these particles. However, it turns out that at large values of tan β the coupling of the Higgs to the lightest neutralino is sufficiently small as to prevent a significant branching ratio for this decay mode, even in the case of values of |µ| close to the weak scale.
Regarding the t-channel annihilation possibility, since we are assuming all squarks to be heavy, the only possibility is associated with light sleptons. Given the LHC direct search bounds on sleptons [26, 36] , this possibility can only be realized for light staus [37] . If the lightest neutralino has some Higgsino mixing and for large values of tan β, for which the τ Yukawa coupling is enhanced, a consistent relic density may be obtained. In this case, the amplitude for the neutralino annihilation is proportional to [38] 
In general, we shall work in the large tan β regime for two reasons: first, it is easier to accommodate the observed Higgs mass for stop masses at the TeV scale [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Second, as we shall discuss in the next section, it is easier to accommodate the observed value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon in this regime.
We also comment briefly on the indirect detection prospects for the scenario under consideration. Both the Higgs and Z mediated annihilations are p-wave suppressed, and hence will not give rise to any indirect signals. On the other hand, the t-channel exchange of τ R , can have a significant s-wave annihilation at large values of tan β, giving rise to the possibility of current day signals into pairs of τ leptons. Such signals, though interesting, don't rule out this possibility (see e.g. Refs. [39] [40] [41] ). There is also the possibility of additional channels contributing to the relic density, as is the case in the next to minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM), where the relic density may be obtained mostly due to the s-wave annihilation of the singlet-like pseudoscalar. In such a case, one may also obtain large signals from present day DM annihilations coming from the galactic center (see e.g. Ref. [42] ).
DM scattering with nuclei can provide an efficient probe for the presence of DM in our galaxy [43] . There has been an intensive experimental program looking for the direct detection of DM in the last decades. No clear signal has been found, and the strongest experimental bounds today are coming from the PandaX [44] , LUX [45] and XENON1T [46] experiments. A small excess of events has been found in the last round of the XENON1T experiment [47] , which although far from being significant, could be a hint of the possible presence of DM with spin independent (SI) scattering cross sections with nuclei of the order of the current limit.
As is well known, the SI scattering cross section of mostly bino DM with nuclei can be easily smaller than the current limits, particularly for negative values of µ × M 1 [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . In the following, we shall briefly discuss the main reason for the preference for negative values of µ × M 1 as well as the possible existence of blind spots [51, 53, 54] for SI direct DM detection within the MSSM.
The coupling of the lightest neutralino to the SM-like Higgs (h) and the heavy non-SM-like Higgs (H) in the decoupling or alignment limit are 
where we have assumed the N 1j to be real and c W is the cosine of the weak mixing angle.
Ignoring the wino component of the mostly bino-like χ 0 1 , the neutralino components are well approximated by the following expressions [38, 42] :
, where m Z is the neutral gauge boson Z mass, and s W is the sine of the weak mixing angle. This leads to the following couplings of the lightest neutralino to the Higgs and the Z bosons:
where v = 246 GeV. The coupling of the Higgs bosons to up and down quarks are given by
where m u and m d are the up and down quark masses. In the above, we have ignored the finite corrections to the Higgs couplings coming from the decoupling of squarks and gluinos [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] since they are small in the region of parameters we are interested in, where |µ| is much smaller than the squark and gluino masses.
In the region of parameters we are investigating, the cross section for SI direct detection is controlled predominantly by the exchange of the Higgs bosons. Also including the approximate contributions due to heavy squarks and taking the limit m 2 χ 0 1 ≪ µ 2 for a predominantly bino-like LSP, the SI cross section for the scattering of DM off protons is given by (similar expression holds for scattering off neutrons) [42, 51, 54] 
) is the reduced mass, and m Q is the common squark mass.
d , in the large tan β limit this expression becomes proportional to
It is hence clear that the cross section is reduced for negative values of µ × m χ 0 1 , where we shall assume m χ 0 1 ≃ M 1 to be positive, where M 1 is the bino mass parameter. Consequently, while positive values of µ tend to lead to conflict with the current bounds from the PandaX, XENON1T and LUX experiments, negative values of µ easily lead to consistency with these constraints in the large tan β regime. Depending on the values of the neutralino mass, the heavy Higgs boson mass, the squark masses and tan β, the SI cross section may be close to the current bound, or may be efficiently suppressed in the proximity of blind spots that occur when [42, 51, 54] 
(3.13)
Finally, Eq. (3.12) shows a strong dependence of the SI cross section with the value of |µ|, a behavior that is related to its dependence on the square of the Higgsino components. The spin dependent (SD) cross section, instead, depends only on the coupling to the Z [60, 61] , and hence to the difference of the squares of the up and down Higgsino components. From the expression given in Eq. (3.6), one can see that
where we have again assumed that µ 2 ≫ m 2 χ 0
1
. Hence, in the large tan β regime and for |µ| sufficiently large, the SD cross section is suppressed by four powers of µ, without any other strong parametric suppression. This behavior should be contrasted with the SI cross section which, in spite of its overall suppression by only two powers of µ, may be further suppressed due to a reduction of the neutralino coupling to the 125 GeV Higgs boson together with interference effects. As we will show, for negative values of µ, and |µ| sufficiently large to avoid the SD cross section limits, the SI cross section tends to be below the current experimental bounds on this quantity. However, it can come closer to the current limits depending on the precise value of tan β and m H .
Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the Muon
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is a very relevant quantity since it may be measured with great precision and is sensitive to physics at the weak scale. The theoretical prediction within the SM may be divided in four main parts
where a µ ≡ (g µ − 2)/2. The first term a QED µ represents the pure electromagnetic contribution, and is known with great accuracy, up to five loop order [62] . The second term denotes the electroweak contributions, which are known at the two-loop level, and are about (153.6 ± 1.) × 10 −11 [63] . The hadronic contributions contain the largest uncertainty in the determination of a µ . While the vacuum polarization contributions can be extracted from the scattering process of e + e − to hadrons and are of order of (7 × 10 −8 [64] [65] [66] ), the so-called light by light contributions a had µ (γ × γ) cannot be related to any observable and have to be estimated theoretically. These are estimated to be about 105 × 10 −11 [67] and hence of the order of the electroweak contributions.
Overall, the theoretical calculation of a µ in the SM [68] differs from the result measured experimentally at the Brookhaven E821 experiment [69] by
where the errors are associated with the experimental and theoretical uncertainties, respectively. The discrepancy, of order 3.5σ, is of similar size as the electroweak contributions and hence can be potentially explained by new physics at the weak scale. The E821 experimental result will be tested by the upcoming Muon g − 2 Experiment at Fermilab [70] .
In the supersymmetric case the most relevant contributions are associated with the interchange of charginos and the superpartners of the neutral second generation leptons (sneutrinos) [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] . Assuming that there are no large mass hierarchies in the supersymmetric electroweak sector, one can write, approximately,
where α is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, and m is the characteristic mass of the weakly interacting sparticles. This implies that for tan β of order 10 (20), the overall weakly interacting sparticle mass scale must be of order 250 GeV (350 GeV) in order to explain the current discrepancy between theory and experiment.
In our work, we shall consider chargino and slepton masses that are quite different from each other and hence, it is relevant to provide an analytical understanding of the behavior of a µ in that parameter regime. In the relevant approximation where
where the first term inside the curly brackets corresponds to the chargino contributions, the second term to the neutralino contributions,
and
In the above we have ignored the small hypercharge induced contributions. It is important to note that for x ≪ 1, f 1 (x) is negative and increases logarithmically in magnitude, f 1 (x) ≃ 1+8x/3+2(1+4x) log(x)/3, whilef 2 (x) tends to one, namely f 2 (x) → 1+2x(3/2+ log(x)). On the other hand, in the limit of x → 1, f 1 (x) → −2/9 and f 2 (x) → 1/3. In general, as stressed above, the lightest chargino contribution is dominant, but the heavier chargino and the neutralino contributions have the opposite sign to the lighter chargino one, providing a significant reduction of the anomalous magnetic moment with respect to the one obtained considering only the lightest chargino contribution. We also note that Eq. (4.4) is symmetric under the interchange of µ and M 2 , and is indeed valid also in the region in which the second lightest neutralino is Higgsino like,
Let us stress that while the reduction of the SI cross section is obtained for negative value of µ × M 1 , the explanation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon demands positive values of µ × M 2 . Hence, a simultaneous explanation of the absence of DM direct detection signals and of the measured value of a µ may be naturally obtained for opposite values of the hypercharge and weak gaugino masses, namely M 2 × M 1 < 0.
Flavor Observables
As was mentioned in the introduction, B-physics observables may be subject to large corrections which should be studied in order to determine the viability of a given low energy supersymmetry scenario [7, 79, 80] . In the large tan β regime, the most relevant observables are the rate of (b → sγ), (B + → τ + ν) and (B s → µ + µ − ), which have been measured by the BABAR, Belle and LHCb collaborations [81] [82] [83] [84] . The (b → sγ) decay amplitude is affected by a charged Higgs loop contribution [85, 86] , proportional to m 2 t /m 2 H ± , as well as a stop-chargino loop contribution [87] [88] [89] [90] , proportional to
where A t is the stop mixing parameter and m t is the characteristic stop mass. The rate of the decay (B + → τ + ν) is affected mostly by tree-level charged Higgs contributions [91] , which may be large in the region of low charged Higgs masses and large values of tan β. The decay amplitude receive corrections that grow like tan 2 β (ignoring the loop corrections to the Yukawa couplings), but are suppressed by 1/m 2 H ± . As we shall discuss, the LHC is already putting strong constraints on the heavy Higgs masses, which efficiently suppress the corrections to this observable in the region of parameters we shall concentrate on. Finally, the corrections to the amplitude of the decay process (B s → µ + µ − ) grow with tan 3 β, but similar to the corrections to the amplitude for (b → sγ), the loop corrections depend on the precise parameters in the heavy squark sector [92] . The stop contributions are proportional to 1/m 2 H ± and are suppressed for small values of µA t /m 2 t . In the region of parameters we shall work on, where µ ≪ m t , m b , these flavor observable corrections tend to be small. Moreover, for negative values of A t × µ, which we adopt in this work, there are interesting cancellations between the chargino and charged Higgs contributions to (b → sγ). At very large values of tan β ≃ 60, however, the corrections proceeding from the stop-chargino contributions may be very large, inducing unacceptable corrections to the (b → sγ) and (B s → µ + µ − ) rates for the stop mass parameters we present in our benchmark parameter set in Table 2 . However, these corrections can be brought under control by pushing the squark masses to larger values while simultaneously reducing the value of A t to keep consistency with the Higgs mass. Moreover, these loop induced flavor observables may be affected by corrections induced by small, flavor violating gluino couplings [7, 93] . Since in this work we are mostly interested in the electroweak sector of the theory, we shall assume a proper value for these flavor observables and we will not expand further on the analysis of the flavor properties of the theory.
Low Energy Supersymmetry Explorations
As validation for our theoretical expectations outlined above, we explore as an example the MSSM's ability to simultaneously fit the ATLAS three lepton excess, DM relic abundance, and the muon's anomalous magnetic moment while avoiding direct detection constraints. We perform numerical scans using micrOMEGAs (version 5.0.4) [94, 95] . To avoid generic Table 2. bounds from squark and gluino searches, we set their soft masses to 2 TeV. Following the direct detection and a µ discussions of Secs. 3 and 4, we require µ, M 2 < 0 and M 1 > 0, and choose soft slepton masses M L 500 GeV. Finally, the SM-like Higgs mass is required to be between 124-126 GeV. Parameters not labeled in the following figures are set to benchmark (BM) values presented in Table 2 .
We first stress that when considering the LHC production cross section for electroweakinos, unlike the simplified case targeted by the ATLAS and CMS experiments, there can be relevant Higgsino components in χ 0 2 and χ ± 1 in the MSSM. This, in general, leads to a reduction of the signal cross section compared to pure wino-like production. To account for this, we calculated the MSSM production cross section to NLO accuracy using Prospino2 [96] . As expected, larger values of |µ| lead to larger values of the LHC cross section due to the larger wino component of the chargino and second lightest neutralino. This is shown in Fig. 3 , where we present the signal cross sections for the production of the second lightest neutralino in association with the lightest chargino at the LHC in the M 2 vs. µ plane for tan β = 20. We note here that since the Higgsino components of a mostly wino-like neutralino are only weakly dependent on tan β [38] , the plot shown will not be modified significantly by varying tan β. The mass of the almost degenerate χ 0 2 / χ ± 1 pair is denoted by the white dashed lines, whereas the color coding shows the values of the LHC production cross section. Black labeled contour lines for the production cross section are also provided to guide the eye. Fig. 3 shows that while the dependence on µ is mild, there is a strong dependence of the cross section on M 2 . This is due in part to the fact that in this regime of parameters the chargino mass is predominantly governed by M 2 . Equally important is the fact that the pure wino cross section is approximately a factor four larger than the pure Higgsino one. This in turn implies that the conventional LHC search bounds on the electroweakino masses become significantly weaker under the inversion of the mass hierarchy between winos and Higgsinos, and in fact a pure Higgsino-like chargino/neutrlino pair is barely constrained by current LHC analyses. This can be seen for example from Fig. 32 (b) in Ref. [97] , by comparing the 95% C.L. excluded cross sections with the cross sections for the production of pure Higgsino neutralino/chargino pairs [31] [32] [33] .
As discussed in Sec. 2, in this work we target the signal with the highest significance, which comes from the SR3ℓ ISR search with an estimated signal cross section σ(pp → χ ± 1 χ 0 2 ) ∼ 3 pb. Although, as can be seen from Fig. 2 , this value of the cross section is about 1σ lower than the central value of the cross section necessary to explain the excess in the signal region SR3ℓ ISR , it is in better agreement with the bounds coming from conventional trilepton searches at ATLAS and CMS [26, 27] . From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that a 3 pb signal can be accommodated easily in the MSSM for values of m 0
On the other hand, for heavier masses ∼ 200 GeV, cross sections of the order of 1.6 pb can be obtained in the MSSM for values of |µ| of a few hundred GeV. Although such cross sections would only explain two thirds of the tri-lepton event excess found in the RJR analyses, they would be more consistent with the observed excess in the two lepton channel and they would lead to no tension with the results of conventional searches.
Regarding the compatibility of the signal excess in the RJR analysis with existing searches for charginos and neutralinos at the LHC, we reiterate that in Ref. [29] the GAM-BIT collaboration analyzed the effects of the production of the relatively light χ 0 3,4 , χ
states generically present in the MSSM in the region of parameters we are investigating. They concluded that the inclusion of these heavier neutralinos and charginos, in combination with the reduced χ ± 1 χ 0 2 production cross section associated with sizable Higgsino mixing, effectively reduces the tension between the RJR study and previous analyses which set exclusion limits based on a simplified model. It is certainly an intriguing possibility which appears to favor a signal interpretation of the RJR analysis. Table 2. ally consistent thermal relic density in the scenario under study would be the t-channel interchange of light staus, with masses of the order of the lightest chargino mass. An example of such a scenario would be the addition of ∼ 200 GeV right-handed staus [38, 98] . All other sleptons may be kept heavy in order to fulfill the collider and g − 2 constraints. We have checked that consistency with the relic density and all other phenomenological constraints may be obtained for tan β ≃ 100. Such large values of tan β may be acceptable provided there are large corrections to the bottom Yukawa coupling [55] [56] [57] 99] , keeping the perturbativity of the bottom sector up to high scales [100, 101] . We note that consistent relic density for a heavier slepton spectrum may be also be obtained in the NMSSM, where either co-annihilation with singlinos [102] or resonant annihilation through a singlet-like pseudoscalar [42] may provide the necessary mechanisms without much impact on the collider or direct detection data.
Also shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 4 is the region excluded by the SD cross section constraints, which are almost entirely driven by the Z χ 0 1 χ 0 1 coupling and hence depend only weakly on tan β [c.f. Eqs. (3.6) and (3.14)]. We use the SD limits set by PICO-60 for χ 0 1 -p scattering and LUX for χ 0 1 -n scattering, which are σ SD p ≈ 4 × 10 −5 pb [103] and σ SD n ≈ 2 × 10 −5 pb [104] , respectively, and we verified that the bounds on σ SD n provide the strongest constraints in our region of parameters. These SD cross section constraints demand the value of |µ| to be larger than about 270 GeV. Large values of |µ|, on the other hand, are disfavored by the requirement of obtaining the observed relic density. One obtains an upper bound of |µ| of about 500 GeV, independently of the resonant region, which becomes more stringent for lower values of tan β in the Higgs resonant region. In particular, the combination of the relic density and SD cross section constraints rules out values of tan β < 10 in the Higgs resonant annihilation region.
The remaining panels show the SI direct detection cross section for m χ 0 1 = 61.7 GeV in the µ − m H plane for tan β = 10 (upper right), 20 (lower left), and 60 (lower right), where the regions excluded by current XENON1T results are denoted in black. We use the current SI limit set by XENON1T, σ SI < ∼ 6 × 10 −11 pb [47] . We see that in this region of parameters the SI cross section tends to be naturally smaller than the current experimental limit. The behavior of the SI cross section may be easily understood by the approximate formulae, Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13). The yellow and red bands show the presence of blind spots, where the SI cross section is significantly reduced and may be below the neutrino floor and beyond the reach of near future experiments. Beyond these regions, the SI cross sections may be probed by the current and near future experiments, but they rarely exceed 10 −11 pb. Although one would naturally expect larger cross sections for larger values of tan β, the presence of blind spots tends to suppress the SI cross section to values below 10 −11 pb even for tan β = 60, unless the heavy Higgs bosons take values significantly larger than or below the TeV scale. We note that the results shown in these plots are only weakly dependent on the value of m χ 1 , as long as m 2 χ 1 ≪ µ 2 . Whereas the precise location of the blind-spot in the µ − m H plane does depend on m χ 1 , the qualitative behavior of the SI cross section discussed remains the same.
Let us stress that heavy Higgs masses below a TeV are currently disfavored by searches for heavy resonances decaying to tau lepton pairs [105, 106] . These constraints, however, may be avoided for tan β < ∼ 20. Indeed, for scenarios with light electroweakinos like the one we are analyzing, the limit on the heavy Higgs mass is lower. For tan β = 10, due to the relatively small coupling of the τ lepton to the heavy Higgs bosons, it becomes of the order of |M 2 | + |µ|, but becomes stronger, increasing to about 900 GeV, for values of tan β = 20 [107] . At tan β = 60, the bound is about 1.5 TeV, excluding the region with large SI cross sections at the left of the blind-spot band in Fig. 4 at this values of tan β. Moreover, precision measurements of the properties of the SM-like Higgs demand the heavy Higgs bosons to be heavier than about 600 GeV in this regime. Hence, if the small excess observed by XENON1T [47] were a signal of the presence of DM, within this scenario it would lead to the preference for Higgs masses of the order of 600 GeV-1 TeV Let us comment that as can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 5 , for small values of the slepton masses, M L < |µ|, which are not described by Eq. (4.4), there is a turning point in the contours of constant a µ , which tends to lower values of |µ|. This is induced by an increase of the contribution of neutralinos compared to the one of charginos. Also, the right-handed slepton contribution become relevant in this regime. Such light righthanded sleptons, however, are being constrained by the LHC, which is putting relevant bounds on slepton masses [26, 36] . For instance, the bound on degenerate first and second generation left and right handed sleptons decaying into leptons and missing energy is about 520 GeV. In our setup, however, only the right-handed sleptons decay directly into leptons and missing energy. The left-handed sleptons instead decay first into chargino and secondlightest neutralino states, which as we discussed before, decay into weak gauge bosons and missing energy. Hence, the bounds on these sleptons are expected to be significantly weaker than the ones associated with the decay into just leptons and missing energy. Regarding the limit on the right-handed sleptons, the collective cross section of first and second generation sleptons with mass of about 520 GeV is about 1 fb, while the one of 400 GeV right-handed sleptons is also about 1 fb and hence at the edge of the LHC limit. However, since the right-handed sleptons do not play an important role in determining a µ , it is enough to make them a few tens of the GeV heavier to easily avoid the current LHC limits, without affecting any of the essential features of this scenario.
As a concrete example, we present a BM parameter set satisfying all of the constraints discussed above. The MSSM parameters are shown in Table 2 for tan β = 20, and the associated mass spectrum (generated with SuSpect2 [108] , including radiative corrections) is shown in Table 3 . The NLO production cross section in the MSSM corresponding to our BM masses is σ(pp → χ The production cross section required to accommodate the central value excesses in the three lepton searches at ATLAS for (m χ Fig. 2 ). While our BM cross section remains ∼ 1σ below this central value, we again stress that this may alleviate some tension with previous analyses. We note that lower values of m χ Table 3 . Benchmark mass spectrum generated from the input parameters of Table 2 .
improve the consistency with the trilepton RJR searches at the expense of increasing the tension with previous analyses. Regarding the direct detection cross sections for our BM point, while they are sufficiently suppressed to evade current limits, they may be probable in the near future through SD interactions. Lastly, we see that the resulting value of a µ is well within 1σ of the currently observed experimental value. Finally, we would like to reiterate that the excess of events observed in the ATLAS RJR analysis is interesting but cannot be yet taken as a significant signal of new physics. We present this BM point only as an example of the possible parameters in the electroweak sector consistent with current data. Quite generally, we show that if future LHC data provides a confirmation of electroweakinos at the weak scale, it is not difficult to fulfill other observational and experimental constraints as well. Accommodating the observed relic density is generically the most stringent requirement.
Conclusions
Despite a lack of any conclusive evidence for its presence at the weak scale, supersymmetry remains a well motivated extension of the SM, and may answer many open questions in particle physics. In this article we have presented a study of the current constraints on the electroweak sector in low energy supersymmetry models. As an example, we have taken gaugino and Higgsino mass parameters that can be consistent with a new physics interpretation of recent event excesses in the ATLAS search for electroweakinos using the RJR method. The large cross sections associated with these excesses imply that the second lightest supersymmetric particle must be light, with a mass below about 200 GeV and with a large wino component.
Overall, collider and DM relic density constraints lead to masses for the lightest chargino and neutralinos of 150 GeV < ∼ m χ Consistency with the observed relic density and the current bound on the SD cross section requires values of 500 GeV > ∼ |µ| > ∼ 270 GeV. The smaller values of |µ| ≃ 300 GeV also lead to lower LHC production cross sections, reducing the tension with the bounds coming from conventional searches, while allowing 1σ consistency with the RJR analysis. The heavy Higgs sector remains at energy scales of the order of 1 TeV and provides a reduction of the SI cross section rate, which is naturally below the current bounds on this quantity. Values of the SI cross section close to the current experimental bound may be obtained for values of 10 < ∼ tan β < ∼ 20 and 500 GeV < ∼ M H < ∼ 1TeV, which may also be probed at the LHC through heavy Higgs decays to di-tau searches in the near future. Moreover, values of tan β > ∼ 10 and left-handed sleptons with masses of the order of 200-500 GeV are required to explain the observed anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. Negative values of µ × M 1 and positive values of µ × M 2 are able to accommodate the current constraints on the SI cross section and the observed anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, respectively. Squarks and, in particular, gluinos, remain significantly heavier than the weakly interacting particles. This, together with the information on the weak gaugino masses discussed above, favors schemes with highly non-universal gaugino mass parameters.
We stress that most of the conclusions of this work remain valid even if the LHC production cross sections of χ ± 1 χ 0 2 are lower than the one suggested by the ATLAS RJR analysis. For a given chargino mass and value of |µ|, such lower cross sections would be associated with larger values of |M 2 |. The behavior of the relevant observables may be understood by noticing that in the relevant region of parameters the g −2 results, Eq. (4.4), are invariant under the interchange of M 2 and µ. Moreover, for a given value of M 1 , the DM relic density and its SI and SD interaction cross sections depend only on the value of µ. Hence, all the results presented here are easily extrapolated to the case of larger |M 2 | and can be understood from the analytical expressions and numerical results shown in this article.
In summary, this work has shown that the electroweak sector of low energy supersymmetry models can be naturally compatible with the observed DM relic density, the absence of direct DM detection signals, and the observed value of a µ . Combined with a new physics interpretation of the recent event excesses reported by the ATLAS collaboration in the RJR analysis, this consequently leads to a consistent picture in which the characteristic mass parameters of the gaugino, Higgsino, heavy Higgs, and slepton sectors may be determined. The study we have performed is useful to understand the behavior of DM and (g µ − 2) observables for electroweakino masses of a few hundred GeV, even if these ATLAS event excesses were not confirmed. The analysis of the complete run II LHC data set, together with improvements in the determination of the range of SI and SD cross sections and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon will further probe this attractive, beyond the standard model physics scenario in the near future. 
